


In the questions given below, each statement has been 

divided into four fragments, one of which may contain an 

error. You are to mark the fragment containing error as 

your answer. If no fragment has an error, mark E as your 

answer.



Mr. Wang found himself under attack by the student militants 

known as Red Guards, who persecuted anyone they considered 

ideologically impure or insufficiently devoted to Mao.

1. Mr. Wang found himself under attack by

2. the student militants known as Red Guards

3. who persecuted anyone they considered

4. ideologically impure or insufficiently devoted to Mao

5. No error



Unvaccinated employees will be required to complete 

self-test kits and, with the help of their supervisors, 

virtually upload proof of a negative test each weeks.

1. Unvaccinated employees will be required

2. to complete self-test kits and, with the

3. help of their supervisors, virtually upload

4. proof of a negative test each weeks

5. No error



The Internet boom lead everyone to assume that the 

demand for bandwidth to carry all the Internet traffic 

would double every three months, indefinitely.

1. The Internet boom lead everyone to assume

2. that the demand for bandwidth to carry

3. all the Internet traffic would double

4. every three months, indefinitely

5. No error



The people we send to Washington understand who 

they work, and that there is no time for sulking or 

stubborn obstructionism while Americans wait for help 

and hope.

1. The people we send to Washington understand

2. who they work, and that there is no time for

3. sulking or stubborn obstructionism while

4. Americans wait for help and hope

5. No error



The police unit, embedded on the edge of a 

neighbourhood made up of mostly tan, mud brick 

houses and low-slung shops, prepare for another long 

night.

1. The police unit, embedded on the edge

2. of a neighborhood made up of mostly tan

3. mud brick houses and low-slung shops

4. prepare for another long night

5. No Error



In each of the questions below, there is a word given in 

bold which is followed by five options. In each of the 

options, a pair of words is given which is either the pair 

of synonyms or antonyms or synonym & antonym of the 

word given in bold. Choose that pair as your answer.



ACUMEN

1. Abrogate: Annual

2. Moderate: Aggravate

3. Awareness: Brilliance

4. Vain: Productive

5. None of the above



AUDACITY

1. Boldness: Cowardice

2. Determination: Yield

3. Crisp: Brittle

4. Astound: Faze

5. None of the above



BAROQUE

1. Desolate: Sterile

2. Florid: Gilt

3. Insane: Batty

4. Erotic: Coarse

5. None of the above



CHASTISE

1. Permit: agree

2. Affect: yield

3. Punish: admonish

4. Prominent: conspicuous

5. None of the above



DECEIT

1. Contamination: Ratification

2. Intention: Utility

3. Deception: Artifice

4. Naïve: Progress

5. None of the above



In each of the following questions a sentence is given 

with some part of it marked in bold. You have to identify 

the option that would replace the bold part and make the 

sentence contextually and grammatically correct. If no 

correction is required, then mark option 'E' as your 

answer.



You should do something about your air conditioner since 

it is adding up every now and then.

1. Malfunctioning

2. Withstanding

3. Functioning

4. Determining

5. No correction required



I asked around at the party but it is strange that nobody has 

seen my wife.

1. Refused

2. Utilized

3. Terminated

4. Tracked

5. No correction required



Violent protests broke up due to the killing of the innocent 

school students by the militants.

1. Invented

2. Erupted 

3. Suffered

4. Attacked

5. No correction required



We used to be very dear friends but over the years our 

relationship has fizzled out.

1. Confused

2. Rectified

3. Functioned

4. Harnessed

5. No correction required



The composition of the Council of Ministers throw light on 

Mr. Modi’s thinking regarding the agenda that will develop 

the country.

1. The Council of Ministers throws light

2. The Council of Ministers threw light

3. The Council of Ministers has throw light

4. The Council of Ministers throwing light

5. No correction required



In each of the following questions, a word has been given 

and used in three statements. You are supposed to 

identify which of the statement/s use/s the word correctly 

and mark that as your answer.



DUPE

I. The huge number of Republican dupes who now believe the “big 

lie” now is the biggest threat to democratic government.

II. Russia is banned from Toyko 2020 because of past duping 

violations but more than 300 athletes are competing under the banner 

of the Russian Olympic Committee.

III. We were duped into thinking the dummy was a real alien

1. Only I and II

2. Only I and III

3. Only III

4. Only II

5. All of the above



NONCHALANT

I. Mecher remained nonchalant about his family being in the eye of the 

political storm.

II. The fitness fanatic admits to posting his own selfies, but is otherwise 

nonchalant about his newfound internet fame.

III. Her Majesty was photographed rolling up to the function in her 

signature Range Rover while emitting a nonchalant demeanor with her 

trendy, small oval sunglasses.

1. Only II

2. Only I and II

3. Only II and III

4. Only I and III

5. All of the above



TAPER

I. The turbulence tapered off and eventually fell to nothing as the 

atmosphere became thinner and thinner.

II. As it grew dark we lit the tapers and wicks and encircled our 

dwelling with light.

III. She tapered herself into the labyrinth of her own construction, and 

was too young to insist on making her own way back.

1. Only II

2. Only I and III

3. Only II and III

4. Only I and II

5. All of the above
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